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The Mission Statement of PODAR

To provide opportunities through a stimulating, safe and supportive environment for attaining personal mastery 
and team spirit by collaborative learning. Students develop not only their knowledge, understanding and skills 
necessary for success in the .21st century, but also develop strong moral values especially appreciation and 
respect for different cultures to become proactive and responsible world citizens. 

The IB Mission Statement

The International Baccalaureate Organisation aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young 
people who help to create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect. 
These programmes encourage students across the world to become active, compassionate and lifelong learners 
who understand that other people, with their differences, can also be right.

CIE Mission Statement

Our mission is to provide educational benefit through provision of international programmes and qualifications 
for school education and to be the world leader in this field.
Together with schools, we develop Cambridge Learners who are confident, responsible, reflective, innovative 
and engaged – equipped for success in the modern world.



Dear Parents, 

Welcome to the November - January (2017-18) issue of  the Podar Post which covers School events, Primary and 
Middle school Posts and other updates. It is the quarterly newsletter that aims to give you a sneak peek into some of 
the happenings in our classes and outside. The second term of 2017-2018 school year is off to a great start at Podar 
ORT International School.  We continue to give individualized and personalized learning experiences to each student 
at Podar ORT and we intend to continue to develop our capacity to offer a unique experience to every child. 
Our students and staff have been exceptionally active, not only in implementing and upholding our rigorous academic 
programmes, but also in other areas. We also encourage students to be active in their communities and to take their 
learning beyond academic study. 

We hope you take the time to reflect with your child on all of their successes both at school and at home. Building up 
your child’s confidence and noticing the progress he or she has made is integral in the journey as a lifelong learner.
We wish to thank the students, teachers and parents for all your support in all that we have accomplished and look 
forward to your continued encouragement in all that we plan to do in the year ahead.
We hope you enjoy reading the newsletter and welcome your feedback.

                                                                                                                   Regards,
                                                                                                                    Podar Team
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  PYP Learning 
Engagement and 

Hands on 
Experience

 Quick look into the many 
ways in which teachers used 

experiential learning to 
bolster learning

Nursery - Grade 5



CIE Middle School  
Grades 6-8



Nursery - UOI- How We Express Ourselves 

We tuned into our 2nd UOI “How We 
Express Ourselves”  where we learnt about 
celebrations through a strategy called “yarn 
web”, sharing our prior knowledge and 
learning more about different festivals. We 
also went on a gallery walk to widen our 
knowledge on festivals and celebrations.

We played a bus stop game 
where we stopped at each 
bus stop, viewed a festival 
and discussed with our 
friend what we observed 
in the festival.



While inquiring about 
the festival of “Easter” 
we played a game called 
“Easter Egg Hunt” in 
which we tried finding 
the hidden easter egg. 
After collecting all the 
eggs, we improved our 
numeracy skills by 
counting the eggs in the 
basket. 

Delving more into different festivals our 
teacher gave us a task to bring artefacts about 
our traditions and present it in class. It was 
exciting to speak independently in front of my 
friends and teacher. 



We used the “I See, I Think 
and I Wonder” strategy. 
We selected our favourite 
festival, observed and 
illustrated  what we saw, 
thought and wondered.

Going further into our inquiry, 
our teacher organised a fun 
activity for us called 
“FESTIVAL FIESTA” where we 
dressed up explaining our 
favourite festival, like Holi, 
Diwali, Christmas etc. We also 
got props related to our 
favourite festival!



MUSICSPORTS PRO

We learnt about the festival of 
Holi in our visual arts class

We solved different 
numerical puzzles 

and learnt to 
recognise and write 

the alphabet.

LANGUAGE & 
NUMERACY

VISUAL ARTS 

We enjoyed singing  the christmas jingle 
“dashing through the snow”

We love practicing in zig- zag 
running



Students explored a variety of play centers with the 4 corner strategy while putting the knowledge gained through 
the inquiries conducted through the course of the unit to use. They used materials imaginatively to play, expressed 

their understanding of the role of toys in play and used play as a medium of communication.

Junior KG-  UOI How We Express Ourselves 



We went for a field trip to Chowpatty Beach and Funshala as a part of our inquiry. We explored indoor  and 
outdoor play. We reflected back on our trips with illustrations on different types of play.

FIELD TRIP



Literacy and 
Numeracy

Students improved their 
speaking and presenting 
skills during the ‘My 
Favourite Toy’ activity. 

Using blocks and a bar 
graph students were 
able to measure their 
height and compare. 

Students experienced 
a day without numbers 
where they realised 
the importance of 
numbers in their lives. 

 After reading the story ‘How 
Full Is Your Bucket?’ students 
decided to help people around 
the school and reflected on their 
experiences.



Sports Pro:
Students have been practicing 
their skills in dodgeball, 
football, balancing and 
basketball

Visual Art:

Using their creative skills students made 
paper animal puppets.

Music:

Students created their own 
instruments using recycled 
materials. 



Senior KG

Learners of PYP-K explored 
the concepts of nouns, articles 
and prepositions this term 
through the use of learning 
centres and ICT. They learned 
the basic tools which will help 
them develop their reading 
and writing abilities.



In numeracy PYP-K explored 
2D shapes, ascending and 
descending, measurement and 
before/after numbers. 
Play-based learning is how we 
learn best, so that’s exactly 
what we did.



During their Sports Pro class, PYP-K 
used their fantastic gross motor skills 
to develop an understanding of 
Olympic sports. They looked at high 
jump, discus and javelin. They worked 
on self-management skills and showed 
understanding of the importance of 
warming up and stretching their 
bodies. 



Sharing the Planet
The inquiry into plants and 
how they contribute to life 
on Earth took the students 
on a journey of exploration. 
From the garden to the 
supermarket and the flour 
mill. They explored the way 
in which plants impact our 
lives and the products that 
derive from them.

How We Organise Ourselves
PYP-K started their exploration into their inquiry 
about human needs and wants. They started the 
unit with a wonderful collaboration project using 
old newspapers and magazines. We can’t wait to 
see where this unit takes us!



                                    
Grade 1

For the summative assessment under the theme - ‘How the world 
works’, grade 1 learners created a Diorama (3D projects) so as to 
showcase their understanding of the life cycles of different living 
beings.



Numeracy: Grade 1 learners measure the height of their friends as they explore the various 
non-standardised units of measurement.



Literacy:
‘Different forms of communication can be used for sharing ideas,communication and feelings’, was aptly 

reinforced during the Library session 



As a part of our Unit of Inquiry 
under the theme - (How the world 
works), grade 1 visited the zoo . 
The essence of this field trip was 
to  make the learners aware of the 
life-cycles of the various animals.

Grade 1



Grade 2WHERE WE ARE IN PLACE AND TIME

    
 Learners of grade 2 
worked in teams, 
exploring the Earth’s 
physical geography 
across the globe.

 

Central Idea:
The Earth’s physical geography 
has an impact on human 
interactions and settlements. 



WHERE WE ARE IN PLACE AND TIME-  GUEST SPEAKER 
As we were exploring about the different 
settlements on the earth,we had invited 
our guest speaker Mr.Mohammad who 
had recently visited Europe and is a travel 
enthusiast.Students had a great inquiry 
session and were very curious to know 
about his travelogues and tours across the 
world. With a lot of enthusiasm they  got 
acquainted with the different settlements 
and landforms by seeing the picturesque 
locations and settlements of Europe.



HOW WE ORGANIZE OURSELVES

Central Idea: 
Signs and symbols are a part of human 
made systems that facilitate local and 
global communication.

While exploring the different 
icons, grade 2 learners 

explored across the school 
campus to identify different 

signs and symbols.They 
made connections with the 

different signs they saw 
which are significant both 
locally as well as globally. 



HOW WE ORGANIZE OURSELVES 

Learners tried to identify various signs and 
symbols with the help of their research 
skills.By referring to various books they 

found words which helped them to build up 
their central idea.



With the help of 
manipulatives, learners 

explored the concepts of 
place value. They 

reflected their 
understanding by 

working together in 
groups and creating their 

own math problems.
Learners use the Math 

“Jodogyan” resources for 
enhancing their 

understanding in 
concepts of addition and 

subtraction. 



Learners enhance their 
reading and writing skills, 
using the Oxford Reading 
Tree books. They looked for 
vocabulary words and also 
identified  different parts of 
speech like nouns,verbs and 
adjectives.They also used 
their communication and 
presentation skills to express 
their ideas and reflect their 
understanding on various 
books read.



Grade 3

How we express ourselves

Students researched different forms of creative expression, they then showcased their understanding 
using that form of creative expression!

We expressed our 
understanding 
through dance!

We expressed ours 
through drama!



How the world works
The students planned and carried out a news report on how the Earth has changed, they researched the information using a 
variety of sources, allocated themselves roles effectively within the group, each child had a role to play and felt involved. This 
activity was completely student led, it was good to see the students working  together effectively, all showed a keen interest 
in our unit of inquiry.



Using a Venn diagram, students identify the similarities and differences 

between two forms of creative expression.



Students conducted a survey, they were looking to identify the school’s 

preferred type of creative expression, they used the data to create a pie 

chart.



Student action.

 “Our topic in UOI is creative 
expression… Sam sir gave us 
each a form of creative 
expression to go and research, he 
gave me Art and I found out many 
interesting things... however I 
wanted to go further… so when I 
went home I created a big poster, 
my poster had my understanding 
of art on it, I tried to be as creative 
as I could!”
Prisha



Students use the acronym FANBOYS to further their understanding of the form 
and function of coordinating conjunctions.



Grade 4

UOI: HOW WE ORGANIZE OURSELVES

Discussion on community 
through a visible thinking 
routine: Peel the fruit 
strategy in order to develop 
a wider understanding of 
the word community. A 
variety of thought 
provoking questions were 
asked by students which led 
to the next step of the 
Inquiry. 

Central Idea: Government systems influence the lives of people



As prior knowledge 
students were given 
situations and asked to 
present a role play. This 
was done in order to 
identify the different types 
of government e.g. 
Anarchy, monarchy, 
democracy, dictatorship etc. 
which was followed by 
questions asked by the 
actors. 

When you live with other people in a city or a 
community you have certain rights and 
responsibilities towards it as citizens. Keeping 
this in mind, students sorted out examples and 
actions that fall under a citizen’s law, free 
choice, social responsibility and examples that 
citizens fight for a social change.



The UOI ended with a 
challenge given to students 
to start a sovereign nation of 
their own. They created their 
country’s brochure which 
included details of their flag, 
type and structure of the 
government, positives and 
drawbacks in their country. 
Lastly by presenting their 
work, they tried to convince 
Grade 3 students to become a 
citizen of their country by 
answering a variety of 
questions asked by both 
teachers and students.    



Numeracy Integration: 
The survey deals with 
democratic rights and 
responsibilities, differences 
among people, personal 
responsibility and 
community mindedness 
followed by a bar graph and 
analyzing questions.

Exploring fractions 
through Jodo Gyan 
resources by 
representing them on 
the smart board.

Roll a dice: To make a 
whole out of the 
fractions given by 
taking turns.

N
U
M
E
R
A
C
Y



Peer learning: 
On stand alone 
concept of verb 
and its tenses 

Listening skill: 
Listen to the 

audio to order the 
story sequentially 

followed by 
answering some 

analysing 
questions

Extempore: A 
quick exercise to 
build on their 
creativity and 
speaking skills

Students 
understand the 

meaning of 
“blurb” and talk 

about its 
importance to 

choose a book to 
read

LITERACY



Students share their 
understanding of the ‘Central 

Idea’ 

Grade 5
Economic activity relies on systems 

of production, exchange and 

consumption of goods and services



Let us find out what  
information do the 

different bills give us



Students analysed each 
component of the market 

system and presented 
their  understanding 

through a  flow chart



Students used their 
research and 

communication skills while 
interviewing wholesalers at 
the field trip to find out 
how a wholesale market 

works



Field trip report 
and reflections



Learning to measure using different 
instruments, note readings and convert them 

to required units



Students refined their 
reading and writing 
skills through 
different activities: 
Reading a book of 
their choice and 
writing a review as 
well as analysis of 
different characters. 
Understanding 
elements of story 
writing and authoring  
a story



Mathematics 
Grade 6 students worked with fractions and made a ‘Fraction chain’, wherein they learnt about 
equivalent fractions, percentage and simplification.They also learnt to apply fractions in daily life 
though word problems, building on their thinking and research skills. 



Mathematics
Grade 7 students worked with Angles and learnt all the angle facts and found missing values using these facts. 
Students even worked on challenging application level problems and came up with derivations on their own. They 
improved on their thinking and social skills through a  role play and group discussions. All of them were 
enthusiastic and worked willingly as they love Geometry. 



Mathematics 
Grade 8 conducted a survey among the students in grades 3 to 7, to find out the time spent by each student to 
study at home, as a part of data collection and display as Charts-Tally, Bar and Pie. They are learning more 
about the branch of Mathematics called Statistics, wherein different data collected is analyzed and displayed as 
graphs for easy interpretation. They improved on their thinking, communication and social skills.



Grade 7 in the Chemistry Laboratory 

The students of grade 7 are getting hands-on experience in “Testing of common foods for 
the presence of Carbohydrates, Proteins and Fats” guided by the Science teacher. 
Here, the students are testing the presence of starch in boiled rice and potato. 



Grade 8  in the Biology Laboratory 

Grade 8 students learning the methods to study, identify and characterize looking at the 
specimen bottles of the organisms. They successfully studied examples of Phyla Annelids, 
Arthropods, Mammals, etc. This laboratory class was a part of their topic: Classification of 
Animal and Plant Kingdoms. 



 English Grade 6 students integrate the library and its 
resources into their learning of English this term.



English 

Students of Grade 7 practise 
the sequencing skills 
necessary for organising and 
summarising notes. Here,they 
can be seen working with two 
distinct arrangement types:  
the timeline and the 
storyboard.



English
Students of Grade 8 analyse visual texts in the form of advertisements to understand how persuasive 

techniques can sway opinions and affect lifestyle choices.



Grade 6 has engaged in 
learning about the 
communities around the 
world. They have learned 
about different values, 
cultures and beliefs of their 
peers as well.

Humanities 



Humanities 
Grade 7 has been exploring the kinds of hazards and disasters happening around the world. They explored the 
recent incident at the Kamala Mills Compound,Mumbai through newspapers. They created a collage of the 
newspaper articles which detailed the causes, impacts and aftermath of the disaster.



Green Sole Organisation in Navi Mumbai

Community Fridge in Versova and 
Oshiwara

Economics: Grade 8 Creative ways to fight Poverty

Grade 8 has been analysing the causes and effects of poverty 
and government and private sector intervention to reduce poverty. 
The students looked for Mumbaikars’ efforts to fight poverty or to 
support ideas to extend help to the less privileged in the city. 



CAMBRIDGE ASSESSMENT INTERNATIONAL EXAMS
(CAIE)

Cambridge section First Term examination was conducted from 4th December, 2017 to 21st 
December,2017. All the rules and regulations were followed as per the  Cambridge Board so that students 
would be well prepared for the IGCSE examination. Success in Cambridge qualifications often gives 
students admission to the world's best universities - in the US, the UK, Australia, Canada, Germany and 
beyond. Our international qualifications are recognised by the world’s best universities and employers, 
giving students a wide range of options in their education and career. 

Cambridge programmes and 
qualifications set the global standard 
for international education. They are 
created by subject experts, rooted in 
academic rigour and reflect the latest 
educational research. They provide a 
strong platform for learners to 
progress from one stage to the next, 
and are well supported by teaching 
and learning resources.



CAMBRIDGE ASSESSMENT INTERNATIONAL EXAMS
(CAIE)



International Mathematics 
Olympiad - IMO 2017

The students of Podar ORT International 
appeared for the IMO Exam on the 19th of 
December 2017. A total of 48 students 
attended the exam and worked through 
challenging, logical and application based 
problems. Our students have now got an 
exposure to competitive exams, on an 
International  level, with an attitude to excel in 
Mathematics and  build their self-confidence.

The students of Podar ORT International 
School Worli appeared for the NSO Exam on 
the 9th of November 2017. A total of 53 
students attended the exam and worked 
through innovative and application based 
questions. It has given our students an 
exposure to competitive exams on an 
International  level.

SOF National Science 
Olympiad - NSO 2017



School Medal Winners of IMO 2017

Grade 1:
Vivaan Vakharia –Gold
Joshua D’Souza – Silver
Razzak Kudia – Bronze

Grade 2:
Shanvi Chirag Shah –Gold
Siddh Goswami – Silver
Mansi Sanghvi – Bronze

Grade 4:
Aaryan Jain –Gold

Grade 5:
Zahra Latif –Gold

Grade 6:
Yuv Hingarh – Gold

Grade 7:
Ananya Shankar - Gold

School Medal Winners of NSO 2017

Grade 1:
Joshua D’Souza – Gold

Grade 2:
Mansi Sanghvi – Gold



HINDI



  Hindi  Grade 1 and 2

The learners of 

grade 1, made 

stick puppets of 

the letters ( a aa 

e ..) and 

sequenced it . 

They then 

matched the 

pictures to their 

corresponding 

sounds (group 

activity)

Grade 2 was 

inquiring into 

signs and symbols. 

They were very 

excited to explore 

the different flags 

around the world 

and created their 

own flag using a 

variety of symbols.



Students of grade 3 write a Nibandh on ‘Myself’ (Essay ). Students 
brainstormed on the topic and learnt about the structure and steps to write it.



                        Grade 4                              

Students were introduced to the 
concept of advertisements. 
They further created 
advertisement using class 
resources and completed the 
task in their groups.



                      Grade 5

Students read a story and describe the character through mind maps . Later they summed up the 

traits in a paragraph. 



  GRADE     6                                            
Students of Grade 6 
learnt a lesson on “Roti” 
They even prepared 
roti’s as their activity 
through which they 
improved their social 
and communication 
skills .  
 The students enjoyed 
preparing roti’s. 



                                  
Grade 7

Students of Grade 7  wrote a 
reflection on the lesson - 
‘SAFALATA KI TRIVENI’ - Their 3 
ways to succeed in life.



F   R   E  N  C  H



French in Pre Primary 
Pre-K were excited to 
start learning French! 
We learnt how to say 
Hello and Goodbye in 
French.

PYP K enjoying and 
learning Colors and 
Rhymes in French.



                     GRADE   2

The students of Grade 2 
learnt the objects of the 
class. After which they 
were divided in two 
groups. One group drew 
and labelled the 
masculine objects while 
the other group designed 
and labelled the feminine 
objects. Emphasis was 
laid on teamwork and 
equal participation of all.



           GRADE  3

IN D I N

The Learners are 
presenting/ 
describing their 
family members 
in the class in 
French.

FLASH CARDS

The students 
made flashcards 
in French for the 
visit to Nature’s 
basket. Grade 
three made the 
flashcards on 
fruits.  



                                          GRADE   4

ME G  O  PÈRE- NOËL
(SA  C U )

The Learners are writing 
to Santa Claus for the 
things they want as a 
Christmas Gift.



FRENCH QUIZ 

The students 
created  a French 
Quiz for the special 
assembly. F E C  L

The Learners made a french wall in the 
classroom with the flashcards they made 
for the visit to Nature’s Basket.

           GRADE  5



                                          GRADE 6

                                      Poster Making Activity 
The Students in a group of two made posters of different seasons in 
India.They described the seasons, the clothes they wear and the activities 
they do in that season.



                 
GRADE   7

Grade 7 while 
making a 
presentation on 
their house. They 
spoke about the 
different rooms 
and the furniture 
in their house. It 
not only 
enhanced their 
speaking skills 
but also their 
listening skills.



                 GRADE   8

Grade 8 while inquiring into different seasons in France gave a 
presentation on the same. They gathered information on the weather 
reports, clothes they wear in different seasons and the activities done in 
each season. They also spoke about the climatic changes and the 
different seasons they have in the home country. Good exchange of 
information!



GRADES- 3, 4 and 5 





The learners of grade 3, 4 and 5 visited Nature’s Basket, Worli.  Before the visit, each grade was given the task to 

make flashcards for the topic they were given.(Grade 3- fruits, Grade 4 - vegetables, and Grade 5 – confectionary). 

They made colourful flash cards of various things available in a grocery store. In the store, they were divided into 

groups and were asked to look for the thing of which they have made the flash card and place it in front of the 

object. A flash card (in French) for each section was placed by the teacher. The learners were provided a sheet with 

the floor plan of the grocery store and they were asked to name all the sections in French and also write down the 

things available under each section. The students were very excited to learn new vocabulary in French. 



Physical Education in 
Action



    How can regular physical activity help us?
❏ Improves cardiorespiratory fitness.
❏ Build strong bones and muscles.
❏ Controls weight.
❏ Reduces anxiety and depression.
❏ Reduces the risk of heart disease.



Basketball
Student’s Sports Activity :
Growing healthy kids through play.



Martial Arts

Students in PYP  were 
involved in martial arts.

Crucial Elements of 
Martial Arts:

★ Fitness
★ Discipline
★ Confidence  



Basketball
Students enhancing their basketball skills.

➢ Dribbling
➢ Shooting and rebounding
➢ Defensive stance



NSCI - Training Sessions 



Football and Cricket Training  



Fascinating trivia about classic children’s books 
and their authors

● Dr Seuss’ first book was rejected by over 20 publishers; his books have now sold over 500 million copies worldwide.
● Lewis destroyed the first version of The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe when his friends criticised it; he rewrote it from scratch.
● Roald Dahl’s book The Twits was triggered by his desire to ‘do something against beards’ – he had an acute dislike of them.
● In 1931, the governor of Hunan province in China banned Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland because ‘animals should not use human language’.
● The Harry Potter books were the first children’s books on the New York Times Bestseller list since E. B. White’s Charlotte’s Web in 1952.
● On average, a copy of Eric Carle’s The Very Hungry Caterpillar is sold somewhere in the world every minute.
● Before Google bought it from them, the domain name ‘gmail.com’ was originally used by Garfield.com to reply to fans of the comic strip.
● Goosebumps author R. L. Stine once received a letter from a child which began, ‘Dear R.L. Stine, I’ve read 40 of your books and I think they’re 

really boring.’



Alex Rider: Point Blanc

Alex Rider: Point Blanc is the second installment of an action packed series of fiction novels 
composed by the famous children's author, Anthony Horowitz. This book fuelled by extreme stunts and 
adventure, is a dramatic and electrifying epic spanning 300 pages. It provides ‘Perfect escapism for all” 
as described by The Times and has vivid, realistic and iconic scenes, as rapid as an action movie; full of 
unexpected plot twists.

The storyline of this series begins in the first novel:Stormbreaker; where a the young 14 year 
old hero of the story Alex Rider, is recruited as an MI6 (British secret service) operative as replacement 
for his uncle, Ian Rider and depart on a mission. In this second novel, he is once again called back in for 
yet another mission. This time, as a consequence of the death of a big two very important political and 
entrepreneurial figures, Alex was sent to a place high in the Alps: Point Blanc Academy, the school 
where the sons of the the two important men studied. Under a faulty name, Alex was sent to this 
academy with the speculation that a diabolical plot was just about to unfold…

In my opinion, this book is good for people from ages 10 to 13 who like action. The novel has 
fairly simple vocabulary and descriptive scenes, it also has many dialogues between characters. This 
novel makes not only an enjoyable recreational activity, but also a benefitting educational experience. 

Amay Doshi - Grade 8



Don Quixote

Don quixote was originally written by Miguel de Cervantes and was published in 1615. Miguel 
de Cervantes wrote this book in jail which isn’t the best place to do creative and beautiful things but I 
think he did a pretty good job.

The story starts when Don Quixote saw a beautiful lady pass by him he fell in love with her; 
he followed her wherever she would go. Don Quixote named her Dulcinea because he did not know 
her real name. Next morning he read a book about knighthood. He read the book day and night until 
he got mad about it and decided that he will be a knight for the king. Next morning he picked up a 
battle armor which was lying in the dump for a while, after that he went to find himself a horse, after 
searching for a while he found a very lazy and tired horse but he thought it was perfect for him. Next 
morning he set out on a journey to become the best knight in the world and do some brave deeds for 
Dulcinea and impress her, on his journey he found himself a squire named Sancho da Plaza they both 
traveled and avenged even,  Don Quixote did some pretty brave deeds for her true love . I think the 
story the characters and the setting were pretty good, I would suggest this book to the age group of 9 
to 25 and who really like Humor  a lot. At last I rate this book 5 stars and thumbs up to Miguel de 
Carventes.

                              Anshul Yemul - Grade 5



Michael Morpurgo is a British writer and author of over one hundred books, mostly 
for children, many of which have given many prizes and awards.
He is a famous and award-winning English author and poet who is known best for 
children’s novels – including Private Peaceful, War Horse, and The Amazing Story of 
Adolphus Tips.
Here are 11 facts about Michael Morpurgo, the famous English children’s author.

1. Michael Morpurgo was born on 5th October 1943 in St Albans, Hertfordshire.
2. He has written over 100 books. Private Peaceful was his 100th title.
3. After graduating from university, Michael became a primary school teacher in 

Kent.
4. He writes all of his books in exercise books. He doesn’t work on a desk, instead 

he sits on his bed, propped up with pillows.
5. His favourite animals are elephants.
6. Some of his favourite authors include: Robert Louis Stevenson, Rudyard 

Kipling and Ted Hughes.
7. He dislikes the process of editing and rewriting.
8. Michael Morpurgo enjoys watching TV. He particularly likes documentaries.
9. He likes listening to Mozart, but he can only write in a silent room.

10. Michael loved French at school and he went on to study this subject at 
university.

11. He likes eating prawns.

http://primaryfacts.com/4916/private-peaceful-facts-about-the-book-by-michael-morpurgo/
http://primaryfacts.com/63/robert-louis-stevenson/


Hi, my name is Sanay Trevadia of Grade 8, wanted to share my review of movie Wonder I watched recently. 
Basically, the movie is based on a boy named Auggie whose face was ruined due to an accident. He 

never went to a public school as, he thought that he would be teased, ignored, etc. But once he decided to go to a 
public school where his mom taught. He used to wear his astronaut helmet as he loved astronauts while going 
to school and removed it. As he thought, he got ignored and teased, but he ignored it after a few days in school 
he had made a friend, but the friend just used Auggie for studies. Auggie took him as a friend but the friend 
never thought Auggie as his friend.  On the day of Halloween Auggie dressed up as a scream movie ghost  as he 
went to his class he heard his friend saying that he never accepted Auggie as a friend and at that time he 
realised that the friend was just using him. And again he used to stay alone. His friend never knew that he heard 
that conversation. During lunch time Auggie just told his friend to never come back. After that incident a girl 
named Summer, she was a true friend. Auggie told her everything that happened after a month the school went 
for a camp. The friend asked Summer about Auggie and why he did not want to stay with me . Summer just told 
"ghost". After that he realised that Auggie had heard him. Then he realised his mistake and said sorry to Auggie. 
After that they became friends again but this time it was a true friendship. During the camp as the two friends 
not Summer were roaming they were followed by the friend's friends. Before that they met the senior graders 
bullies. The senior graders were troubling them the friends of  Auggie 's friend reached a better them up and 
ran. This incident made them friends with Auggie. As they returned there was the student who won the most 
hearts award ceremony. Auggie won that award. He had actually made a lot of friends. This made him realise 
that he was not different he was just special.
 

This movie made me realise that nobody is different or mental. I want to say that this movie should be 
viewed by everyone young or old. This is a movie which I cannot describe in words but I would like to say that 
this is actually so much good and emotional that person with soft heart will start crying. Technically I didn't but 
I bet you will. So if you haven't watched the movie please do so.



Library Session incorporated with Audio-Visual E-Books

Story Time, Circle Time and Read Aloud activities offer the learners a chance to model good reading and thinking strategies. 
Audio-Visual Ebooks will also help learners to hone their pronunciation skills, expose them to fiction & non fiction titles, break the 
monotony of the class, learn more vocabulary, boost their memory.

Before, during and after reading to children, it is important to have conversations about the book. This includes asking questions, 
making comments, and pointing out new vocabulary words. By making personal connections to a book, the children will become 
better engaged, curious, and connected with a story. Children who talk about the stories understand the stories better. This activity is 
conducted during library sessions across grades.



C   W
Virtual Middle School Library

Open 24 Hours a Day
To Visit the virtual middle school library, an online 

guide for learners,
teachers and readers.

Log into:
Virtual Middle School Library

Children’s Book Sequels

Have you ever wondered "What comes next?" when you're reading a really 
good book?
Children's Book Sequels is here to help you discover the right order of any series 
from Harry Potter to Mr. Gum, from Young Sherlock Holmes to Young Bond.
There are lots of links to authors' websites full of information, fun and games.
If you know the series name, the author, the titles or the character, enter it into 
the search boxes. Or use the A-Z links..

Log onto -
Children's Book Sequels / What should I read next?

http://www.sldirectory.com/virtual.html
http://www.childrensbooksequels.co.uk/
http://bookseer.com/


Visual Arts



Kindergarten made drawings on the festival of Makar 

Sankranti. The concept of festival was discussed with them 

along with the shapes involved in making of a kite.

Need and want 
unit collaboration:

Students of Senior 

KG went for a field 

trip to the 

Supermarket. 

They drew 

whatever they 

have noticed in the 

market classifying 

them into needs 

and wants.



Grade 1 

Students 

worked in 

collaboration 

with their 

home unit of 

Life cycles. 

They made life 

cycles of a 

flowering plant 

and lady bird in 

their art 

classes.

Grade 2 

Students did arts 

integration of 

creating religious 

symbols. The 

students are given 

information about 

various religion 

the signs and 

symbols depicting 

the religion.



Grade 4

Recycle-reuse, 

grade 4 did a 

project for 

recycling the 

paper bags. 

Which was then 

used for giving 

the christmas 

gifts.

Grade 3

Art 

integrations 

of dioramas.



Grade 5 

Students designed 

the book cover of 

their favourite book. 

They also made 

African masks.



Grade 6, 7 and 8

Students 
learnt variety 
of folk art like 
Canadian Inuit 
Art, Gond, 
Madhubani, 
and African.



PITCH PORTAL
Musings and Activities from the Music Studio at the Podar-ORT International School



PITCH PORTAL: NURSERY, PRE-K & PYP-K

The students learnt new songs with actions, understood how different musical instruments are made and 
played, made their own instruments with materials of daily use and presented music from home in class.



PITCH PORTAL: GRADES 1 & 2

The students learnt new songs, presented music from home to their classmates, composed their own 
song for Christmas and designed cards creatively with their interpretation of musical symbols.



PITCH PORTAL: GRADES 3, 4 & 5

The students changed the lyrics of a known song and made a rap music video, learnt about the drums 
and how to play it, explored different families of musical instruments and sang new songs together.



PITCH PORTAL: GRADES 6, 7 & 8

The students performed an auditory analysis of musical instruments to recognise their sounds (individual 
and orchestral), learnt to sing along with a karaoke track to explore the concepts of rhythm & melody 
for their vocal performance, learnt new songs and explored a variety of musical genres.



MUSICAL DANCE STATUE 

JAZZ DANCE

Dance



GET MOVING AND GROOVING 

STRENGTH TRAINING 

COORDINATION 
AND BALANCE  



DANCE WITH YOUR HEART YOUR FEET WILL FOLLOW 



DANCING TO LYRICAL HIP HOP



Drama Students preparing for the annual day programme. Seen here are the students who 
have taken on the challenge of the Hindi and English scene - The Jungle Book.
The students were taught to act in Hindi and also how to move like animals without it 
seeming childish or amateurish.



Speech therapy session for students of Grade 4 with tongue twisters which help 
to speak fluently and with more confidence 



Students of grade 3 are involved in the mime gift box 

exercise. It requires attention to detail, patience and focus. 

The imagination of the student is put to test, as they remove 

fictional items from a box and convince everyone that it is 

actually what they've taken out of thin air.

Students of grade 7 and 8 are in preparation for their 

class assembly, which is of a Choral recitation. It is a 

group activity that allows each individual to also 

excel.



DEBATE ON PAPER BASED DATA STORAGE AND COMPUTERISED DATA STORAGE

ICT 
INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

Students discussed and debated on the ways of storing data in a database. 
They discussed about storing information on paper as well as on computer. 
They also discussed various advantages and disadvantages of these types of 
storage medium, security and threats to data and information stored on 
computer online.



Grade 1 made drawings using MS Paint

MS paint was taught in collaboration with Visual Art  to teach students drawing patterns and 
structures using digital media. Students used various tools from this application to master 
their drawing and mouse skills.



Tux Paint was taught in collaboration with Visual Art  to teach students 
drawing patterns and structures using digital media. Students learnt to add 

textures and patterns in their paintings. They even learnt to add special 
effects by using smilies and frames to their artwork.

Grade 2 made drawings using Tux Paint



 Events & 
Assemblies



Boo to you!
Halloween is a special time for many children! A spooky good time was what we had in Podar ORT International School 
on 31st October, 2017, where students were allowed to dress up and celebrate Halloween in a positive way while at 
school. The children had been busy with their Halloween arts and crafts throughout the week waiting for the special 
day.

The Halloween day started by welcoming our little vampires, witches, pirates and black cats to school. Children loved 
showing off their costumes and talking about their new identities! The best part of this celebration was the “Spookiest 
classroom” competition. That’s right! As the name suggests a healthy competition among junior and senior grades was 
held for which all students geared up to decorate their classrooms in the spookiest manner possible.

There were glittery bats hanging around and spider webs looming all over the class, and even some scary looking red 
juices that were served to the judges who were petrified on entering every classroom!  Pumpkin carving, a student 
favourite, resulted in some very scary intimidating looking pumpkins and some equally frightening artwork all around 
the school!  

We also read lots of Halloween books and sang some cutely spooky Halloween songs across the school. We enjoyed a 
huge yummy snack with chocolates and cupcakes, and good pumpkin heads filled with treats. Thanks to everyone who 
helped make this a memorable and a fang-tastic celebration!



 Halloween Celebration



 Halloween Celebration



Diwali Celebrations in Pre Primary  



Children’s Day  Celebration- Pre Primary



Children’s Day celebration with  Movie, popcorn and doughnuts.

Children’s day was celebrated with lots of fun and frolic. Nothing can be more fun-filled  than eating popcorn while 
watching the movie - Spirit: Stallion of the Cimarron. The children at Podar ORT celebrated their day with such 
enthusiasm and happiness. Indeed children’s day celebration makes us remind about the importance of the 
children in the family, society and country.



Investiture Ceremony

Ceremonial March by the Members of Student Government



 

Our first investiture ceremony for the newly elected members of the Student Government was held on 
November 15, 2017. The School CIE & PYP Coordinators formally inducted the Head Boy, Amay Doshi, and 
the Head Girl, Zainab Latif, by handing over the ceremonial badges. The Captains and Vice Captains of the 
four Houses (Captains: Harmony - Yuv Hingarh, Peace - Dhruv Shah, Spirit - Ashraf Latif, Unity - Anisha 
Parab, and Vice Captains: Harmony - Zahra Latif, Peace - Raina Verma, Spirit - Kriti Hingarh, Unity - Vivaan 
Mehta) were inducted along with the respective Class Representatives. 



Peace House Harmony HouseUnity House

Spirit House Master of Ceremony Pinning of the Badges



Annual Concert 
2017-18



Annual Concert 2017-18
ANNUAL DAY CELEBRATIONS BRING OUT THE CREATIVE BEST IN STUDENTS

On 22 November, 2017, all the students of Podar ORT  International School, celebrated their annual 

day function with enthusiasm and zeal. The entire school participated wholeheartedly towards the 

success of this grand event. The triumph was made possible by the relentless efforts of the entire 

school team. The event started off with the “Lighting of the Lamp” ceremony by our founder Dr. Pavan  

Podar, Dr. Vandana Lulla, Dr. Swati Popat, and our coordinators, Ms. Shreya , Ms Catherine and Ms. 

Namita.

The theme for the annual day was “The Disney Disaster” which was presented meticulously by 

students from Pre-primary to Grade 8. It was a journey into thriving compassion among characters 

and heart touching scenes interwoven to create a dramatically overwhelming play. The play also had 

musical elements to bring symphony and melody into life and beautiful dances of Indian and Western 

style which stole the show. Dr. Vandana Lulla, Ms. Shreya and Ms. Catherine praised the efforts of the 

students and thanked the esteemed guests for their precious time from their busy schedule to attend 

the annual function. It was indeed a spectacular display of talent and fervour.













Behind the Scenes



                            Christmas Carnival 



Christmas Carnival

Christmas is a time to give and forgive. Celebrated everywhere as a joyous family affair, we too, at school 

celebrated Christmas as a happy time for our students. The parents and the teachers got together and 

created a fun event for the children and also for the children from St. Catherine’s Home, Bandra. A special 

assembly of the little children was held in the school premises. Carols like “We wish you a merry 

Christmas…” and “Dashing through the snow…” filled the air with festivity. Santa too made a grand entry 

and gave adorable poses to click. The delight was uncontained especially as gifts were given and santa 

tattoos were made on their petite hands.  The enthusiastic students had fun while painting the classroom 

windows in vibrant Christmas colours.  A few students even presented a Nativity play on the birth of Jesus 

Christ explaining why exchange gifts and decorate trees.



Children enjoying the fun games at the carnival, organised by parents and the teachers 

Singing Carols Christmas Tattoos Play by the Students



Children from St. Catherine’s Home enjoying the delectable food and fun games at the 
Carnival. The highlight of the day was the beautiful christmas carols by the children.



Inter House Football & Cricket Tournament- Held at NSCI

Football

JUNIOR GROUP

Winner House - Harmony

Runner up House - Spirit

3rd Place House- Unity

4th Place house - Peace

Senior GROUP

Winner House - Peace

Runner up House - Harmony

3rd Place House- Unity

4th Place house - Spirit.



Cricket

JUNIOR GROUP

Winner House - Harmony and 

Spirit

3rd Place House- Peace

4th Place house - Unity

SENIOR GROUP

Winner House - Harmony

Runner up House - Peace

3rd Place House- Spirit

4th Place house - Unity

Inter-House Football Matches were held for Students from Grade 

1 to 8.

Excitement, enthusiasm, motivation and spirit were seen among 

the students and the staff during the matches.







Assembly:

Students of 
Grade 1  

performed a skit 
demonstrating 
the attitude of 

being caring and 
tolerant towards 

each other, by 
portraying the 

various positive 
ways to control 

one’s anger.



Grade 2

As we were exploring signs 
and symbols, learners of 
grade 2 expressed their 
understanding of the unit by 
conducting a quiz on signs 
and symbols during the 
assembly. It was a great 
exposure  for our learners to 
showcase their 
understanding on this unit 
and reflect on it. 



             Hindi 
Assembly on 
Republic Day
The students of Grade 3 

conveyed their 

understanding of 

Republic Day, to the 

school by performing a 

skit. They used 

communication skills and 

application of 

knowledge.The students 

demonstrated the 

understanding 

fantastically. It was 

enjoyed by all.  



School 
prayer

Skit

Spreading 
the message

Felicitating 
the achievers

Grade 4

A small tribute to the father of our nation 
(Mahatma Gandhi) by students of Grade 4 on 
his 70th death anniversary.  A  wonderful skit 

performed by the students on Gandhiji’s 
most powerful quote “Be the change you 

want to see in this world” 



“Words and actions are 
powerful, be careful how 
you use them!”
Grade 5 conducted the assembly on 
Friday the 2nd of Feb, the theme being 
“Respect”. Students enacted a role 
play to show some situations at school 
during which they might have been 
disrespectful towards others. The 
whole idea being that there’s always a 
way to correct our deeds!!



                           Hindi Debate
Student debate on ‘TELEVISION SE LABH YA HAANI’ ( advantages 

or disadvantages of television ).  Students spoke very confidently 

and covered relevant points. They were able to communicate 

their thoughts to the audience.

 Winners:

1st Position - MALAK GANDHI
2nd Position - SANAY TRIVADIA

1st Position - SPIRIT HOUSE 
2nd Position - PEACE HOUSE 

Congratulations!!!





Hindi Elocution - Grades 3 and 4  

Elocution for kids is a starting point to help select a 
suitable topic which develops confidence in speech and 
Communication. For this, an elocution competition was 
held in our school on FEBRUARY 1st. Students of Gr 3 
to 4 participated in poem recitation in Hindi. It was a very 
good exposure to the students who participated with 
great enthusiasm and zeal.

13 students participated from grades 3 and 4. The 
winners were:
1st - Kriti Hingarh ( Spirit House)
2nd -Vivaan Mehta (Unity House)
3rd - Prisha Gupta (Spirit House)

Congratulations!!!





Hindi Elocution - Grades 1 and 2  

In continuation to the previous two days, an elocution 
competition was held in our school for the students of 
Grades 1 and 2. On FEBRUARY 2nd, they participated 
in poem elocution in Hindi. It was a very fruitful 
experience for the students who participated with great 
eagerness and much joy.

15 students participated from grade 1 and 17 from grade 
2. The winners were: 
Grade 1: 1st - Kiara Jaju (Spirit House)

2nd -Joshua D’Souza (Unity House)           
3rd - Pruthviraj Salunkhe (Spirit House)
3rd - Bushra Shaikh (Peace House)

Grade 2: 1st - Uzair Supariwala ( Peace House)
2nd - Aliyaa Hussain (Peace House)
3rd - Shanvi Shah (Harmony House)

Congratulations!!!





Thinklabs
MAKING OF AN ELASTIC 
POWERED CAR
 
FOR A DAY, STUDENTS OF     
GRADE 4 TURNED INTO 
ENGINEERS, HAVING 
DESIGNED THEIR OWN CAR 
THROUGH THE  ALL NEW 
AND VERY INNOVATIVE
“THINKLAB ACTIVITY KIT” 
PROVIDED TO EACH CHILD 
WHEREIN THEY GOT HANDS 
ON EXPERIENCE AT 
CREATING THEIR VERY OWN 
MASTERPIECES WITH 
UTMOST CONFIDENCE.
 





Post School Yoga Sessions
Finally we have started our first extracurricular class in school: Yoga every week! Students throughout 
the grades have shown great courage and commitment in joining the class, trying out something new for 
themselves. Playfully learning the asanas and with fun and games we are looking forward to this 
academic season’s yoga! 





Visit to Worli Police Station- 5th January 2018

The Worli branch 
of the Mumbai 
Police had the 
‘Rising Week’ in 
which they invited 
the school children 
to orient them with 
the different police 
departments and 
systems and 
functioning of the 
Mumbai police.



Parent Workshop
 by IEC Team

On  23rd January 2018, Ms Anureet Sethi and Ms Shital Seth from the Inclusive Education Cell 
(IEC) conducted a parent workshop on Raising GenNext. This was attended by parents from 
both the pre-primary and primary sections. An introduction of how the IEC functions was 
elaborated along with a detailed discussion of how Podar ORT International School also 
strives to be an inclusive set-up.

Various topics related to the behaviour of the children like- aggression, disobedience, and the 
excessive use of gadgets were highlighted. Parents were equipped with strategies to deal 
with the same, along with being mindful, emotionally resilient and empathetic. Whereas, 
parents themselves were encouraged to be attentive to precipitating factors of their 
children’s behaviours, avoiding any displaced emotions and nurturing positive bonds with 
their children.



Food Committee                                  Email- food.committee_worli@podar.org

In order to facilitate the smooth functioning of the cafeteria, we have formed the food committee consisting of the following 
members:
1. Ms.Yashodhara Pendse (Cafeteria Incharge)
2. Ms. Cathrine P. (Cambridge Coordinator)
3. Ms. Shreya M. (PYP Coordinator)
4. Ms. Salomey Joseph (Primary teacher)
5. Ms. Anjana Chauhan (Middle school teacher)
6. Ms. Jyoti Bajaj (Parent- Grade 7)
7. Ms. Ashmi Vakharia (Parent- Grade 1)



PTA Meeting: Parent Teacher 
Association meeting was held on 
29th January 2018.



Student Workshop On Dealing With Exam Stress
On 7th December 2017, the students of grade 
6,7 & 8 attended a workshop on managing 
stress during the exam period. This was 
conducted by the school counselor.

They successfully identified and discussed 
various stressors that could affect them and how 
they could overcome it positively.

The students were encouraged to plan, prioritise 
and seek help when needed instead of 
procrastinating and allowing the stress to build 
up.



CIE- Open House on 19th January 2018
Open House is a great 
opportunity for the Parents, 
Students and Teachers to 
share academic progress 
based on classroom 
observations, assessments, 
and assignments. It is also a 
platform to discuss issues 
that may be interfering with 
students' learning and 
growth, and list enrichment 
or intervention strategies to 
support students' learning.



Professional 
Development



Math Workshop 
by Jodo Gyan

‘Jodo Gyan’ offers a variety of tools and kits to teach different 

mathematical concepts for activity based learning which designed 

to conduct meaningful activities on a regular basis for critical ideas 

to make mathematics learning understandable and enjoyable for 

children. 

Teachers attended the Jodo Gyan workshop on Math manipulatives 

conducted in school by Jodo Gyan in November 2017.



IB Training for PYP teachers- ‘Action in PYP’
PYP teachers attended IB Category 2 in school workshop on ‘Action in PYP’ on 
5th and 6th January at Podar International school, Khar.



Workshop on Inclusion
The Podar IEC Department conducted a workshop on inclusion for all teachers, 
on 9th January 2018.



IB Training for the New Teachers
All the new PYP teachers attended the in school IB Category 1 workshop - 
‘Making the PYP Happen’ on 12th and 13th January 2018 at Podar ORT Worli.



Thinklabs Training was conducted for the Homeroom and Science 
teachers from grades 3-8, on 19th January 2018.



ICT CIE Workshop held 
at JBCN International 
School Borivali.

Designed the Scheme of Work for 

various topics covered in the syllabus 

during the workshop.

Workshop was conducted by Mr. 

Colin Stuart from UK. from 

15-Jan-2018 to 16-Jan-2018.



Upcoming 
Events

Trip to Kala Ghoda Festival - 5th and 8th February

Drama Assembly Grades- 5,6,7 and 8

Sports Day Heats - 14th February 2018

Sports Day- 16th February 2018

Drama Assembly Grades- 1 - 4- To be announced

Book Day - 12th February

English Elocution  grades 1 - 4- To be announced

English Debate- Grades 5 - 8 - To be announced

Musical Instrument Talent Exhibition - 6th March



Upcoming 
Events

French Morning - PYP -End of February- To be announced

PYP Open House - Grades Nursery - 5 - 10th March

Class photoshoot- To be announced

French Quiz and Competition for Grade 6,7 and 8 - 23rd 
March

Mid Term Break-  24th March - 1st April 

CIE Revision and Final Examination- April/May

CIE Open House- 11th May 

Last working day for students- 11th May



Thank You!!!


